
Suzuki 8 valve Oil Cooler Adapter Tutorial 

 

While lots of GS owners stack up big mileage on their bikes without an oil cooler, having one can’t hurt if you spend time 

riding in hot conditions (greater than 90F) and/or running at low speed where there is not a lot of air flowing over the 

engine.   

This article details how to make your own oil cooler adapter take-off for 8 valve GS engines – 

GS550/650/750/850/1000/1100.  If you have a drill press and know how to use it, this procedure is pretty simple. 

Materials Needed 

- 2” by 4” x ½” piece of aluminum plate 

- Brass T-fitting: ¼” NPT male feed with ¼” female ends 

- Oil pressure switch – NAPA OP6115 – about $12 

- Gasket material 

- ¼” NTP hose fittings (your choice of type – I used AN-6 style 

- ¼” to 1/8” NTP adapter 

 

Tools needed 

- Drill press 

- Drill press vice 

- ¼” NTP tap and matching 7/16” drill bit 

- ¼” drill bit 

- Flat file 

- Hack saw with 18T blade 

- Vice 

- C-clamp 

- Drill motor 

- Disc Sander or similar – bench grinder will work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Building the adapter plate 

Start off by removing your stock oil pressure switch adapter and remove the plastic switch in the middle.   

Clamp stock adapter plate to your piece of aluminum and trace out the outline pattern.  Also, using your ¼” drill bit and 

drill motor, drill into the plate to mark the exact location of the holes.  

 

 

Rough cut the pattern to shape. 

 

Using disc sander or grinder, finish plate to shape – exact shape is not important, just don’t make it smaller than outline. 



 

 

Drill marked holes with ¼” drill bit and drill press (not shown) 

Carefully mark and drill with ¼” center hole for the oil feed port.  Enlarge hole with 7/16” drill bit. 

This hole needs to be tapped ¼” NPT.  Use your drill press to make sure the tap starts straight – use small open end 

wrench to turn tap. 

 

 



Locating the oil return port is the most difficult part of this entire project.  You need to keep the hole close to the ¼” 

clamp hole - I choose to angle the hole so there was enough room for a regular hex head bolt.  Do some lay out work and 

punch where the hole needs to start. 

Clamp plate in drill plate vice at 15% angle and drill ¼” starter hole 

 

Double check the alignment of your starter hole and then enlarge with 7/16” drill bit.  Tap hole. 

Hole should look something like this… 

 

 

 

15% angle 



   

 

 

With the fitting installed there should be room for bolt and socket 

 

 

Yea! Adapter plate is done!  Go drink a beer (or beverage of your choice).:) 

 

Next thing to do is make the oil port adapter fitting. 

The oil feed port sits down into recess in the engine.  We need to extend this oil port up to to feed oil into our adapter 

plate. 

Bottom view – hole should come as close as 

possible to mounting hole 

Top view – hole 

needs room for 

sealing washer and 

bolt 



 

The oil port adapter fitting was made using a readily available piece at Lowe’s hardware. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Using a 3/8” barbed adapter, chuck up fitting in drill press 

 

Take a flat file and reduce the bottom diameter to 0.530” and smooth out the hex to reduce the diameter. 

 



 

With port adapter it should be flush with the top of the engine oil cavity 

 

0.570” 

0.530

” 



Required parts: 

 

 

Assembled position 

 

 

NAPA oil pressure 

switch P/N OP6115 

¼” T fitting with 

1/8” adapter on 

one end for 

pressure switch 

Outlet fitting 

Return 

fitting 



Installed on my 1982 GS850G (photos are of functional prototype, not parts shown in this tutorial.  Note, there is not  

enough clearance on return line fitting for proper hex bolt). 

 

 

 


